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ABOUT OGUNTE
Our Vision
We believe in positive social impact made by women.
A world where women are positively valued as full
civic, political and economical participants and
contributors.

Our Mission Question
How can we support women into making a positive
impact on people and planet?
At Ogunte, we start this by enabling women social
entrepreneurs to learn, lead and connect,

WHAT KIND OF WOMEN?
Women Driving Change
• Growing a social business
• Working within the corporate world to advance
sustainable development
• Leading social or environmental campaigns
• Supporting / funding projects that positively impact on
people and planet, women and girls.
• Making policy decisions

OUR INDICATORS & PRINCIPLES
Visibility and Social Leadership

HOW DO WE DO THIS?
On line and face-to-face activities
• Business incubation and growth readiness programmes
• Personal and professional coaching
• DIY coaching kits and remote learning
• Replication Programme Management
• Conscious Innovation networking events
• An on-line Impact Women map to help
women social entrepreneurs connect globally.
• A network of global ambassadors who relay
local women social entrepreneurs' initiatives.

OUR VALUES
Generosity | Reciprocity
Boldness | Excitement

Our intervention impacts upon women’s influence of
change in policy, governance and people’s behaviour;
women taking influential formal or informal leadership
positions, genuinely “supported” by their stakeholders.

Stronger viability & Sustainability
Our intervention changes the way women contribute to
local and global welfare, thanks to robust systems and
well managed activities.

Increased Sense of Connectedness
Our intervention helps women to manage greater
numbers, quality and relevant knowledge, and power
networks. We help women to recognise themselves as
genuine agents of change, exercising power and
influence. We also help them disseminate their learning
to relevant stakeholders.

SINCE 2007, THE OGUNTE TEAM
DIRECTLY COACHED, INFORMED &
DEVELOPED

5462

WOMEN SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS

OUR EXPERIENCE
Since our registration in the UK on 2007 the Ogunte team directly coached and supported over 5000
women social entrepreneurs, offering a global network, and a development pipeline from idea-stage
up to access to impact finance.
This global network is an enormous asset for anyone entering the pipeline. Connections are made
through the team, peer-to-peer introductions, and via social media.
Ogunte is a one-stop shop for everything related to Women Social Entrepreneurs, and we are
connected them to a web of stakeholders ranging from finance providers to team members, mentors,
and local opportunities, as well as a global network leaders.
http://www.ogunte.com
Managing Director Servane Mouazan is a board advisor on Match International Women’s Fund
(Toronto, Canada), The Next Billion (Formerly “Mums Mean Business” (Oslo, Norway), The European
Women’s Lobby WeStart Project (Brussels, Belgium). http://www.servanemouazan.co.uk

IN 2015, WE PROVIDED

160

COACHING AND TRAINING
HOURS TO INDIVIDUALS AND
GROUPS, ON LINE AND ON SITE

OUR ACTIVITIES IN 2015
We have provided support, guidance and advice to 651 women social entrepreneurs and supporters this year,
exceeding our overall target of 5000, and reaching 5462 recipients, through live and online learning events,
coaching and conferences, in partnership with our network ambassadors and partners.
Partnership with European’s Women Lobby’s
WeStart Project: Mapping Women Social
Entrepreneurship in 10 European countries.
Servane Mouazan stepped in as a member of the
advisory board. Ogunte provided desk research,
surveyed 141 women between February and May
2015 and conducted 10 in depths interview with UK
based women social entrepreneurs.
This snapshot of women’s social entrepreneurship in
the UK was added to the mapping made in 9 other
European countries.

Partnership with Match International
We have run a 4th round of our Make a
Wave Incubator, in partnership with
Match International Women’s Fund
(www.matchinternational.org), based in
Canada, supporting women social
entrepreneurs in 9 different countries,
undergoing a 6 months online incubation
and coaching programme. See case-study
below.
In addition, in 2015...

The overall results are available in this mini report:
http://issuu.com/europeanwomenslobby3/docs/uk_w
eb
Partnership with the Switzerland based Womanity
Foundation
We are delivering the Womanity Award programme,
investing in an evidenced-based innovation that
prevents violence against women and that is being
adapted and replicated in a new setting . The
investment amounts to CHF 300,000 worth of
support, services and technical expertise for 3 years.

We provided 160 coaching and training
hours to individuals and groups;
Organised 4 Ogunte face-to face peer-topeer support events;
Provided 6 women with sub-contracting
opportunities.
And Managing Director Servane Mouazan
participated in 8 public conferences and
public roundtables as keynote speaker, in
the UK and Europe.

IN 2015, WE COMPLETED A

4th

EDITION OF MAKE A WAVE,
THE INCUBATOR FOR WOMEN
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS,
THIS TIME WITH WOMEN FROM

9

DIFFERENT COUNTRIES.
CASE STUDIES LEARNING CONFIDENCE VIABILITY
MAKE A WAVE INCUBATOR FOR WOMEN SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS (1/2)
In 2011, with the help of an RSA Catalyst Award, we piloted Make a Wave, the first Incubator for Women
Social Entrepreneurs. 2013 saw the development of the incubator in 2 UK cities.
From September 2014 to February 2015, for Make a Wave’s 4th edition, 15 grantees from organisations based
in 9 different countries attended our learning programme, meant to equip women with skills and mindset to
develop financially sustainable NGO’s and social businesses.
Exceptionally, the programme took place entirely online, and was made possible by the collaboration with
Match International Women’s Fund, a Canadian philanthropic organisation.
The Make a Wave coaching programme uses the coaching methodology and peer-to-peer networking concept
to boost women’s competences, confidence and connections, to make lasting change happen.
During this collaboration between Match International and Ogunte CIC, grant recipients got access to:
• A diagnostic questionnaire
• 6 tailored coaching webinars
• Access to coaching questions to enable reflection after each session
• Access to a wider global network of women social innovators, activists and social entrepreneurs on our
social media channels (*Linkedin, Facebook, twitter)
• Access to a wider pool of online learning resources, crowdsourced and co-designed by previous Make a
Wave Alumni and facilitators.
• A global movement that enable women social leaders to connect, and ultimately to gather knowledge and
insights to achieve a bigger social impact. http://map.ogunte.com

87%
OF THE PARTICIPANTS SAID THE
PROGRAMME MADE THEM THINK
OUTSIDE THE BOX AND HELPED
THEM FIND OUT WHERE THEY
COULD INNOVATE

CASE STUDIES LEARNING CONFIDENCE VIABILITY
MAKE A WAVE INCUBATOR FOR WOMEN SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS (2/3)
Measuring outcomes and impact on the Make a Wave Programme:
It was an achievement to arrange for such a diverse group, based in different time zones, to attend one series of
webinars. Some grantees demonstrated an appetite for coaching and a different way to get insights, look at
operational ways and consider implementing new ways of working with staff or wider groups of stakeholders.
Some grantees encouraged various staff - junior as well as senior- to attend the sessions and have them report
to the rest of their team (eg; Boxgirls Kenya), offering them a unique leadership development opportunity.
“I have discovered my potential”.
Participants showed initiative, implemented the tools offered and reported on them on line to the group or
directly to the coach.
The on-line private group offered a platform to introduce the groups to one another, and external background
reading (tips on change management, resolutions for the non-profit sector) and opportunities, such as call for
nominations (Spring Accelerator, Cameroon Activation Bootcamp), resources (Feminist Job Board, Canvanizer).
To be able to benefit fully from the coaching process, participants needed to make time and space (mentally) to
reflect and implement news ways of working. A quick coaching tool was offered at completion of each session
to enable the participants to reflect and focus on a specific task until the next session.

"Through our relationship, I have launched
new products and services, I have achieved
more than I imagined possible as a onewoman organisation, and I have been able to
build a business which is well on its way to
being sustainable.
I will always consider the help that Ogunte
CIC gave me to be instrumental in my
success".

CASE STUDIES LEARNING CONFIDENCE VIABILITY
MAKE A WAVE INCUBATOR FOR WOMEN SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS (3/3)
“I have developed leadership skills e.g the learning culture, and the importance of having a meaningful
conversation.”
“I liked the interaction, the fact you were giving us links where we got more information and small
assignments which made me research more.”
“I have just discovered my potential and I want to work towards being a successful manager! K.A.
“Very innovative. It was my first time to learn through a webinar and it was very helpful... most especially
the tailored questions the facilitator was asking. The programme will redesign you to be a leader who
effectively and innovatively implement steps that are productive.”
“After the programme, we have created a Finance Committee, that will work with Admin and the
Chairperson to create long-term fund raising strategies.”
"Thanks to the programme, I will involve my team in decision-making and also surround myself with
people who think and work differently.”
“I'll be more brave to ask for support”
"I will make use of the excellent online resources. “

IN 2015 WE WORKED WITH
WOMEN SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS IN

21

COUNTRIES

AN INTERNATIONAL OUTREACH
In 2015 we worked with Women Social Entrepreneurs in 21 countries:
Jamaica, Georgia, Kenya, South Africa, Namibia, Egypt, Uganda, Congo, India, Lebanon, USA,
Pakistan, UK, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Switzerland, Germany, Spain, Iceland, Sudan.
This diversity enables us to see women's social entrepreneurship through the lens of different social
and economic contexts. We know that gender equality is an non negotiable factor for their success.
Social Media
Our social media platforms go from strength to strength thanks to a combination of targeted
messages, relevant content to the service of Women Social Entrepreneurs and their eco-system.
• Twitter @Ogunte 4200 curated followers – Account listed in 25 relevant directories
• Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/ogunte) with 1030 followers
• Linkedin Ogunte group: 489 members
• Private Linkedin group “Make a Wave”: 58 alumni members
• Private Linkedin group: High Impact Women Social Entrepreneurs group
• We produced 7 new interviews of Women Social Entrepreneurs on www.ogunte.com
• We shared 44 new stories of women social entrepreneurs
• We promoted 449 women social innovators through features on our online Scoop-It directory http://www.scoop.it/t/women-social-innovators - with a total of 20500 views
• The global map alpha version has been tested with a total of 159 pins and 10 Ambassadors.
• We started a partnership with Digital Mums and will deploy a social media campaign in 2016 to
collect information about main networks supporting women social entrepreneurs in the world, and
encourage peer-to-peer-connections. http://map.ogunte.com

AND WE ARE ON OUR WAY TO CONNECT

1 MILLION
WOMEN SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS
TO CHANGE THE COURSE
OF THE WORLD

MAP.OGUNTE.COM
Last year we started the first phase of development of a global map to connect Women Social
Entrepreneurs around the world.
The alpha version has been tested with a total of 159 pins and 10 Ambassadors.
We started a partnership with Digital Mums and will deploy a social media campaign in the first
quarter of 2016 to find information about Women Social Entrepreneurs on the African continent and
disseminate their work.
In 2016, we will gather knowledge about the main networks and support organisations that
contribute to develop women social entrepreneurs in the world, encourage peer-to-peerconnections and provide infrastructure support to the eco-system to contribute to its growth.

Servane Mouazan
Managing Director Ogunte CIC
www.ogunte.com
hello@ogunte.com
+44-(0)7932982379

